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NBI validates data in Nile River Basin Management Plan

T

Stakeholders from the workshop were treated to a tour of the NBI Secretariat offices in Entebbe.

he Nile Basin Initiative (NBI) Secretariat is implementing
a 10-year strategy (2017-2027) and is already delivering
results of prime importance to the region. Three of the
key undertakings are the preparation of the Nile River

Basin Management Plan (NR BMP), Basin Investment Programme
and a Strategic Water Resources Analysis.
Between, May 14-15, stakeholders including Lake Victoria Basin
Commission under the East African Community, Nile Equatorial
Lakes Subsidiary Action Programme Coordination Unit (NELSAPCU), GIZ, IGAD Secretariat, Eastern Nile Technical Regional Office
(ENTRO) , East African Power Pool (EAPP) and members of the Nile
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Groundwater resources are essentially rich, yet the existence and size of aquifers and their ability to
recharge varies strongly by geographical region.
Disclaimer: The views expressed in this newsletter do not necessarily represent those of NBI, its Member States or Partners

MESSAGE FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

key activities in the pipeline include the preparation of
the Nile River Basin Management Plan (NRBMP), the
Nile River Basin Investment Programme (NRBIP) and
a Strategic Water Resources Analysis (SWRA). The goal
of the Basin Management Plan is to provide the various actors in the region with a coordinated approach
towards the sustainable management and development
of the Nile Basin.
Another key highlight over this period has been the deliberate step, on NBI’s part, to strengthen its partner-

O

ships and enhance institutional visibility not only within the Nile region, but beyond. Through courtesy calls

Dear Reader,

ver the past six months and following the
lifting of the COVID-19 lockdown measures around the Nile Basin region, the
Nile Basin Initiative (NBI) has picked up

its pace in programme implementation. This edition of

with diplomatic missions, and development partners
such as embassies and high commissions of NBI Member States accredited in Uganda, NBI has continued to
show its relevance within the region, further cementing
the importance of Nile cooperation.

the newsletter shares key highlights over the past six

Beyond the Nile region, the General Assembly of the Af-

months.

rican Network of Basin Organisations (ANBO) elected

In commemoration of NBI’s establishment in 1999, the
16th Regional Nile Day celebration was held in Dar es
Salaam, Tanzania, as an in-person event, bringing together more than 1,500 people – the highest number
of participants at a Nile Day event to date. It is worth

me as President of this regional body in Dakar, Senegal,
during the 9th World Water Forum. On a strategic level,
this increases NBI’s visibility and also illustrates a case
for cooperation and knowledge exchange among the
various river and lake basin organisations.

noting that this number does not take into account

As NBI gears up to implement the second half of its 10-

those who were following the live stream. The Guest of

year strategy (2022-2027), we are deeply appreciative

Honour was the Vice President of the United Republic

of not only the support but also the confidence that our

of Tanzania, His Excellency Dr. Philip I. Mpango.

Nile Basin Member States, development partners and

Nile Day 2022 was preceded by the 59th Nile Technical Advisory Committee (Nile-TAC) meeting on Feb-

you, our readers, have continued to place in us and in
our work.

ruary 21 and followed by the Strategic Dialogue 2022,

As we march ahead to implement the NBI agenda as

between NBI governance and development partners on

enshrined in our 10-year Strategy, we will continue to

February 23, 2022.

count on your dedication and support.

As NBI prepares for the implementation of the second

Best wishes,

half of its 10-year strategy (2017-2027) with a view to
continuing to deliver key benefits to the Nile region,
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Eng. Sylvester Anthony Matemu
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Members reviewing the Basin Management Plan pose for a group photo in Munyonyo, Kampala

Technical Advisory Committee (Nile-TAC), deliberated
on the validation of the data and information shared
in the three research findings in a workshop at the

<< The Basin Management Plan is
being prepared to provide guidance

Commonwealth Speke Resort, Munyonyo in Kampala.

for the sustainable management

The Basin Management Plan is being prepared to

and development of the Nile Basin.

provide guidance for the sustainable management

Many actors in the development

and development of the Nile Basin. Many actors in
the development interventions in the basin and plan

interventions in the basin and plan

will provide a coordinated approach in their projects

will provide a coordinated approach

planning and implementation. The BMP is based on the

in their projects planning and

State of River Nile Basin 2020 situation analysis and is
aligned to the six goals of NBI’s 10-year Strategy. The
BMP has identified 14 sustainable development targets
with over 60 indicators to monitor.
A number of sustainable development targets were
proposed in the Basin Management Plan, including
their tracking mechanisms. During the validation of
data and information contained in the plan, participants
were tasked to review and recommend ways forward
for monitoring of the plan. Different groups were
formed to undertake the tasks in line with NBI’s six
strategic goals: water security, energy security, food

implementation. >>
security, environmental sustainability, climate change
adaptation and transboundary governance.
The Nile River Basin Investment Programme (NRBIP) is an investment promotion tool and a regional
agenda for transformation of the Nile Basin through
the cooperative management and development of the
shared Nile Basin water resources. The Nile BIP is also a
process – a multi-actor and multisectoral participatory
process leading to a common understanding and
consensus amongst stakeholders on the priority
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The workshop was delivered both online and in person for participants who were unable to travel to Kampala.

investments needed to put the region on a trajectory
of attaining water, food and energy security, and
environmental sustainability in the Nile region.
The BIP further is a mechanism for analysis,
prioritisation,

preparation,

and

marketing

of

investments of regional nature needed for deliver a
basket of benefits for Nile riparian countries.
During his presentation, NBI Scretariat Deputy
Executive Director and Head of the Basinwide
Programme, Dr Michael Kizza outlined the challenge
with the BIP but went on to stress how Nile Basin

Breakout groups tackled various themes covered in the research findings.

countries can overcome it.

He

“The Nile is a resource of strategic importance with

the Nile River Basin. But such collaboration amongst

potential to support the Nile riparian countries to
overcome development challenges and transform
into prosperous nations. But to achieve the goal of
prosperity, a significant amount of investment is needed
across several water-related sectors. The amount of
investment required is huge, and is more than what
any one regional organisation acting alone can deliver.

added,

“Therefore,

of

regional

regional organisations to promote a coordinated
investment programme is lacking.”
The research findings were presented by lead consultant
at SYDRO, Dr Hubert Lohr.

Elizabeth Agiro
Communications Consultant

countries that have the primary responsibility for

Nile-SEC, ENTEBBE
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form

collaboration is necessary for effective development of

The regional support complements the efforts of the
development programming,” he said.

some

Sombre mood as former Nile-COM chairperson
is laid to rest in Juba

E

Hon. Gatkuoth was laid to rest on June 27 in Simba Square in Juba

yes were downcast in sorrow, handkerchiefs
dabbed at tears that freely rolled down people’s faces, while others featured tear stain
marks from their eyes to the chins. Others

yet, looked on with puffy eyes in silence as a large plane
landed close to the airport pavilion in Juba. It was a
sombre mood with the waiting crowd overwhelmed by
emotion as the remains of the former Nile Council of
Ministers (Nile-COM) chairperson and Minister of Water and Irrigation of South Sudan, Hon. Manawa Peter

Late Hon. Manawa Peter Gatkuoth

Gatkuoth, were carried off the aircraft and placed onto

police band marched on at the front with two policemen

the tarmac.
A delegation led by South Sudanese President, H.E.
Salva Kiir, was on hand to receive the casket, which was
draped in the signature national flag with black, red,
and green horizontal stripes and a blue triangle at the
hoist, within which is a five-pointed yellow star.

carrying similar portraits of the fallen minister.
Representatives from foreign missions, government
officials, international and regional organisations, NBI
inclusive and South Sudanese nationals made the bulk
of the community that was present at the state funeral
that saw off the late minister to Simba Square, where he

Men dressed in the national army uniform of green

was laid to rest.

camouflage with berets of varying shades, formed

In his speech, President Kiir described Hon. Manawa

lines on either side of the casket, with President Kiir
sandwiched, and rolled the casket through a guard of
honour, who saluted as the procession walked past. A

as a man who was passionate about public service, was
active during cabinet meetings and a great networker
in the region.
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Eng. Matemu presents NBI’s condolence contribution to acting minister of Water and Irrigation, Hon. Josephine Joseph Lagu, who is the Minister of Agriculture and Food Security

As Chair of the Nile-COM, Hon. Gatkuoth was the head

In addition to attending the state funeral for the late

of NBI’s highest political and decision-making body,

Hon. Manawa, the NBI Executive Director met with the

which comprises Ministers in charge of Water Affairs

Nile Technical Advisory Committee Chair, members

in the Nile Basin Member States. The position of chair

and senior ministry staff to discuss the forthcoming

rotates among the Nile Basin Member States annually.

governance meeting, status of country contribution

The NBI Secretariat’s Executive Director, Eng. Sylvester
Matemu, attended the funeral in Juba and presented
NBI’s tribute and condolence gift to the acting minister
in the Ministry of Water and Irrigation, Hon. Josephine
Joseph Lagu, who is the Minister of Agriculture and
Food Security.
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from South Sudan as well as progress of the master
plan for the Ministries of Agriculture, Water and
Environment that fall under the Economic Cluster.

Elizabeth Agiro,
Communications Consultant
Nile-SEC, ENTEBBE

NBI explores opportunities of River Nile meeting
countries’ water demands

A

Stakeholders deliberate on data findings in the report

bout nine years ago, a meeting between the
Nile Basin Initiative (NBI) Secretariat and
the Nile Technical Advisory Committee
(Nile-TAC) members focused on identifying issues of availability, use, and vulnerability of the
shared water resources of the Nile River Basin.
A preliminary analysis was done and the results were
presented to the Nile Council of Ministers (Nile-COM)
two years later in Dodoma in 2015. As part of the assignments handed to the Secretariat, Nile-COM directed NBI to “carry out assessment of the current and future demands in the Nile Basin as part of its analytical
work.”
This directive sharpened the NBI’s focus on the Strategic Water Resources Analysis (SWRA), one of whose
specific objectives was to explore the options of meeting
the water demands of the Nile Basin countries in the
2030 and 2050 time horizons.
On May 15-16, 2022, the NBI Secretariat convened
senior government officials and heads of Regional Economic Communities (RECs) and other stakeholders in
a workshop to validate the data and information in the
research outcomes of the Strategic Water Resources
Analysis. These included the Intergovernmental Authority on Development Secretariat (IGAD), Lake Victoria Basin Commission (LVBC), East African Power
(EAP), GIZ and NBI implementing offices Nile Equato-

rial Lakes Subsidiary Action Programme Coordination
Unit (NELSAP-CU) and Eastern Nile Technical Regional Office (ENTRO).
The objectives of the workshop were to attain a common understanding and agreement on the scenario definitions, assumptions and results/implications and also
to agree on the draft main messages from the SWRA
synthesis to be taken forward into the draft final report.
In his presentation, the lead consultant, on the research
findings, Dr Hubert Lohr, highlighted the different scenarios for bridging the water gap between supply and
demand to ensure sustainable availability of water to
meet the needs of the basin population.
“The trade-off between irrigation versus hydropower is
valid everywhere. It is less sensitive in water-rich countries and highly sensitive in regions with a dry climate.
However, even water-rich countries can face a highly
sensitive trade-off if consumptive demand reaches high
water stress levels,” Dr Lohr, reflected on the study.
The Strategic Water Resources Analysis reveals potential opportunities for irrigation and hydropower development in the Nile Basin.

Elizabeth Agiro,
Communications Consultant
Nile-SEC, ENTEBBE
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The Nile Basin Initiative (NBI) Secretariat hosts
high-level delegation from the European Union and
Nile Basin Member States

EU Delegation, Ambassadors and representatives from Member States at
the NBI Secretariat in Entebbe

O

Delegates deliberate on EU’s longstanding partnership with NBI

n April 28, 2022, the Nile Basin Initiative
(NBI) Secretariat marked an historic milestone by hosting at its Entebbe headquarters a high-level delegation comprising of

the Delegation of the European Union (EU) Commission in Uganda, ambassadors and representatives from
the Nile Basin Member States, representatives from
GIZ Uganda, members of the Nile Technical Advisory
Committee (Nile-TAC), and high-ranking personnel
from the Ministry of Water and Environment.
Ambassador Attilio Pacifici plants tree to
crown courtesy call to NBI

The four-hour cordial engagement centred on EU support to NBI – the history of this longstanding partner-

H.E. Ambassador Attilio Pacifici, the European Union

ship, its current status, and future prospects. The Ex-

Head of Delegation, congratulated NBI on its achieve-

ecutive Director of the NBI Secretariat, Eng. Sylvester

ments thus far, emphasising that the EU is committed

A. Matemu, emphasised that NBI provides a great

to continue listening to, and supporting the Nile coop-

benefit to the Nile Basin countries through its role as

eration process.

a technical knowledge hub, which provides data and
information to the countries to enable evidence-based
decisions.
Mr. Alfred Okot Okidi, the Permanent Secretary at the
Ugandan Ministry of Water and Environment, repre-

The courtesy call ended with a tree planting session
where all guests planted indigenous tree species in
NBI’s backyard, which overlooks Lake Victoria.

Maroushka F. Kanywani,

senting the Minister of Water and Environment, Hon.

Communication and Stakeholder Engagement Specialist

Sam Cheptoris, pointed out that the existence of NBI

Nile-SEC, ENTEBBE

allows riparian countries to, “…face our challenges together and dialogue on what needs to be done.”
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Working in silos does no good for River Basin
Organisations – Eng. Matemu
<< In his role as president, Eng.
Matemu will ensure that ANBO
implements its Strategic Action Plan
for 2020-2024, which includes a
project to strengthen institutions
for transboundary water resources
management in Africa (SITWA), one
of whose objectives is to provide
technical assistance to the Basin

A

Organisations >>

fter his appointment to the helm of the Nile

(AMCOW), which coordinates water policy within the

Basin Initiative Secretariat in August 2021,

New Partnership for Africa’s Development (NEPAD) of

a two-year rotational position among NBI

the African Union.

Member States, Eng. Sylvester Matemu

was elected President of the African Network of Basin
Organisations (ANBO) by the General Assembly at the
margins of the 9th World Water Forum in Dakar, Senegal.

Much like the Nile Basin Initiative, which provides
a platform for Nile Basin Member States to discuss
how to effectively and efficiently manage and develop
the Nile River water resources, ANBO’s mission is to
support the African river/lake Basin Organisations in

Information from the organisation’s Strategic Action

developing their capacity to play a leading role in sus-

Plan 2020-2024 states that the African Network of Ba-

tainable regional economic development through pro-

sin Organisations (ANBO), was established on the occa-

moting cooperative water investment and management

sion of its inaugural General Assembly held in Dakar on

and enhancing cooperation and exchange of experienc-

July 10-11, 2002, as an International Non-Profit Organ-

es among its members.

isation for an unlimited period of time. At its inception,
ANBO was conceived as a voluntary network of river
basin, lake and aquifer organisations set up with the assistance of the International Network of Basin Organisations (INBO). ANBO was established to answer the
need for coordination and strengthening of cooperation
among African Basin Organisations. ANBO, therefore,
represents these entities as a single umbrella organisation under the African Ministerial Council on Water

In his role as president, Eng. Matemu will ensure that
ANBO implements its Strategic Action Plan for 20202024, which includes a project to strengthen institutions for transboundary water resources management
in Africa (SITWA), one of whose objectives is to provide technical assistance to the Basin Organisations
(through the Regional Economic Communities (RECs)
and their respective member states) to develop Integrated Water Resources Management (IWRM) Strate-
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Eng. Matemu (second left) in Dakar where he was elected ANBO President

gies and Plans (including addressing vulnerability to

“Water frameworks are connected in Africa and ANBO

floods and droughts, priority issues for short and long

creates a forum for regular engagement and sharing of

term development, water quantity analyses and water

water resources experiences, which are well coordinat-

quality objectives, etc.) in the river/lake basins where

ed,” he says.

they are not yet developed, and to implement plans
where they exist.

“If we work in silos, it doesn’t work well but by working together, we can borrow a leaf from each other and

“I will also mobilise resources to run ANBO,” explains

promote sustainable transboundary water cooperation

Eng. Matemu, adding, “This is a good opportunity for

in the continent.”

the Nile Basin Initiative because it means more visibility for NBI at regional, continental and global levels.
Now NBI can sit through different foras on the continent.”

In essence, ANBO, AMCOW and the African Union are
connected, hence the realisation of synergy. Under their
guidance, they strengthen African River/lake Basin Organisations so that linkages become clear.

Eng. Matemu further explains that ANBO provides
guidance to the River/lake Basin Organisations on how

Elizabeth Agiro,

to run their affairs while presenting a case for coopera-

Communications Consultant

tion.

Nile-SEC, ENTEBBE
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UNDP Uganda Resident Representative pays
courtesy call on the NBI Secretariat

A photo opportunity between Nile-SEC staff and the UNDP Resident Representative

T

UNDP Resident Representative Ms. Elsie Attafuah plants a tree in
the NBI Secretariat backyard

he United Nations Development Programme

As part of her courtesy call, Ms. Attafuah handed over

(UNDP) Resident Representative for Ugan-

equipment worth $84,000 to NBI, which will facili-

da, Ms. Elsie G. Attafuah, paid a courtesy

tate data management and also build capacity in seven

call to Eng. Sylvester A. Matemu, the Execu-

Nile Basin countries where the groundwater project is

tive Director of the Nile Basin Initiative (NBI) Secre-

being implemented. She emphasised that, “NBI is Af-

tariat on May 19, 2022.

rica,” adding that water has always been at the centre

The cordial meeting was an opportunity to strengthen
a longstanding relationship between the two organisations which dates back to 1967 – when UNDP was in-

of the work UNDP does and indicated that she is keen
on strengthening the partnership between UNDP and
NBI.

strumental in supporting the first Hydromet Project –

To cap off what she indicated would not be her only visit

to today, where together with the Global Environment

to NBI, Ms. Attafuah planted a tree in the backyard fac-

Facility (GEF), UNDP is supporting a five-year (2020-

ing Lake Victoria, which is where the NBI Centre of Ex-

2025) NBI-implemented groundwater project. The aim

cellence will be constructed.

of this project is to raise awareness and improve the
understanding of available groundwater resources and

Maroushka F. Kanywani,

demonstrate how to optimise the joint use of surface

Communication and Stakeholder Engagement Specialist

and ground waters.

Nile-SEC, ENTEBBE
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NBI conducts training on Climate Services for
Infrastructure Investments

T

Workshop participants of NBI's Climate Services for Infrastructure training at Lake Victoria Hotel in Entebbe

he Nile Basin Initiative recently conducted

The training workshop also aimed to conduct an in-

a 4-day training on Climate Services for In-

tensive training in the climate proofing methodologies

frastructure Investments (CSI) at the Lake

developed by NBI; collect feedback, from the experts

Victoria Hotel in Entebbe.

on the NBI climate services products that are part of

The training workshop, which took place from May
9-12, 2022, aimed to achieve several objectives including to build a core group of NBI-affiliated practitioners
in hydraulic infrastructure design who will champion
the climate proofing/risk assessment methods developed by NBI; to promote NBI’s role as a climate service
provider and exercise its functionalities, such as ac-

the training to support their finalization and improvement; and facilitate networking and exchange of their
climate proofing stakeholders with a view to building a
core community of practice around for the use of NBI’s
climate services and climate proofing approaches that
can be used in preparing bankable climate resilient infrastructure projects.

cess to data, guidance, learning offers and registration

NBI has significantly improved its capacity on pro-

for the newly established Community of Practice; to

viding climate services to advance the preparation of

strengthen the capacity of the NBI countries to respond

bankable climate resilient infrastructure projects as

to and adapt to climate change challenges by using cli-

often required by many donors, such as Multilateral

mate services in planning and climate risk assessment

Development Banks. Thereby, NBI sets the standard

of infrastructure investment.

to mainstream climate considerations into the project
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NBI's Dr Modathir Zaroug makes a presentation to participants

development cycle and thereby aligns with its relevant

With the additional financing under GIZ, NBI intends

policy frameworks, such as environmental and social

to make use of the Secretariat’s latest climate service

safeguards. NBI has been constantly developing its

to strengthen the capacity of the Member States to re-

portfolio of climate services such as improved provision

spond to and adapt to climate change challenges by

and access to climate data and products, easy access to

using climate services in planning and climate risk as-

human capacity building (e-learning), interactive cli-

sessment of infrastructure investment. In this phase of

mate proofing guidance for practitioners, as well as lay-

the capacity building, it wishes to put the emphasis on

ing the foundation for the constitution of a Community

climate risk assessment of the Nile Equatorial Lakes In-

of Practice, operationalized through NBI’s Integrated

vestment Programme (NELIP) Multipurpose Projects

Knowledge Portal (IKP).

infrastructure that will be constructed for hydropower

Beneficiaries of these climate services include NBI’s

and irrigation schemes development in the NBI region.

Member States and their designated authorities as well

Dr Modathir Zaroug,

as investment projects that are pipelined through NBI’s

Regional Water Resources Modeller

investment programmes, such as the Nile Equatorial

Nile-SEC, ENTEBBE

Lakes Subsidiary Action Programme’s investment project and Eastern Nile Technical Regional Office.
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NBI reviews policy framework that guides
implementation of the organisation’s work

T

Stakeholders convened in Kampala to review findings that will guide NBI’s policy implementation

he Nile Basin Initia-

work accomplished over the years

tive has over the years

under the Nile Basin Sustainabil-

been working on water

ity Framework. The study also as-

policies on two tracks.

sessed the status of transbound-

The first track involves develop-

ary water policy in the Nile Basin

ing policies, guides and strategies

Member States and institutional

that guide the NBI’s work to en-

arrangements in the Nile Basin Ini-

sure that they lead to sustainable

tiative Member States for the man-

development and attainment of the

agement of transboundary water

shared vision: To achieve sustainable socio-economic development
through the equitable utilisation of,
and benefit from, the common Nile
Basin water resources.

<< The NBI has
commissioned a
study to review the
performance of the Nile
Basin Initiative on these
two tracks. >>
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NBI Secretariat Deputy Executive Director, Dr
Michael Kizza

The second track is about supporting Member States to strengthen
national water policy and strengthen the consideration of transboundary water management issues in
national policy.
The NBI has commissioned a study
to review the performance of the
Nile Basin Initiative on these two
tracks. The study looked at policy

matters.
A four-day meeting was held at
Speke Resort Munyonyo in Kampala, Uganda in June, to review the
findings of the study, and agree on
the way forward with respect to water policy activities under the two
tracks.

Elizabeth Agiro,
Communications Consultant
Nile-SEC, ENTEBBE

Update on the Nile Basin Initiative Programmes

A

The Strategic Water Resources Analysis aims to create understanding of NBI Member States’ water needs

technical briefing session of the Nile Tech-

power among others. The integrative study has devel-

nical Advisory Committee (Nile-TAC) was

oped a model with which scenarios are prepared for

held on May 11-12, 2022 at the Common-

further analysis in order to generate viable options.

wealth Resort, Munyonyo, Kampala. The

online and onsite session was attended by Nile-TAC
from Burundi, DR Congo, Ethiopia, Kenya, Rwanda,
South Sudan, Sudan, Tanzania, and Uganda. The opening session was addressed by the Nile-TAC Chair, Mr.
Francis Wani Wajo, who welcomed participants to the
workshop and the host Nile-TAC Member, Dr Florence
Grace Adongo, who welcomed participants to Uganda.

The major assumptions were Operation Rules as well
as the Turbine and outlet capacities of the GERD. The
presentation also covered the comments received and
how they have been addressed. Members noted that
the data used for the groundwater course study needs
to be validated by the countries in order to ensure reliability of the results. The Secretariat resolved to take
data used for Eastern Nile from a report prepared for

The objective of the technical briefing session was two-

ENTRO in an earlier study after which countries would

fold; first was to update Nile-TAC on the progress of the

validate that data.

studies and solicit further comments; and secondly to
present a set of priority actions being proposed for the
NBI Basin-wide Programme II for comments and guidance.

Strategic Water Resources Analysis
The Strategic Water Resources analysis was embarked
on in 2017 as a key intervention in understanding the
water resources availability and demand for the various needs of the basin countries. Phase 1 was completed
in 2018 and provided a baseline of the water resources
situation in the countries. The following phase, which
was to develop the different scenarios and generate options for optimal development, was started. The analysis builds on other key studies which include irrigation
benchmarking, municipal and industry water demand,
non-consumptive uses such as navigation and hydro-

On whether climate change was incorporated into these
studies, NBI responded that it is working on climate
change as a new input and will run scenarios under bias
corrected data.

Nile River Basin Management Plan
The Nile River Basin Management Plan is being prepared as part of the Basin planning Strategic direction
of the NBI 10-Year-Strategy. The basin plan will provide
guidance in the planning and management of the Nile
River Basin. The plan is based on the situation analysis
prepared under the state of basin reporting of 2020. A
guidance for preparation of the State of Basin Report
was also presented as a tool for future basin reporting
processes. A final draft plan is expected by June 20,
2022.
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The comments matrix mainly based on the national
consultations workshops was presented highlighting
the actions taken. Nile-TAC asked the Secretariat to
consider national priorities in the basin plan, which
will highlight how the Nile agenda is aligned with country priorities.

Nile Navigation Study
The Nile Navigation study was conceptualized to analyze the viability of the River Nile as a transport corridor to boost intra basin trade as well as increase access
to the sea by the landlocked/inner continental riparian
countries. The results of the study would inform the
strategic water resources analysis and guide the regional and national decisions in navigation.

Nile Wetlands Management Strategy
The Wetlands management strategy was presented as
an update in preparation for approval in the next governance meeting. Members commented on the need for
capacity building including supporting local communities utilizing the wetlands. To this end, NBI carried out
studies including The Economics of Ecosystems and
Biodiversity (TEEB) as well as the peatlands. NBI also
promised to do more of communication and stakeholder engagement as part of awareness raising and capacity development.

Preparation of NBI Basin-wide Programme II

NBI's groundwater project covers three aquifer systems

Groundwater Project
The interaction between groundwater and surface water systems (rivers, wetlands, lakes) has not been adequately considered in most trans-boundary river basin management initiatives, including the Nile Basin.
Therefore, it is of vital importance to build and expand
on the understanding of groundwater resources characteristics through detailed investigation, mapping,
assessment, and modelling of the Nile Basin three selected aquifer systems (Mount Elgon, Kagera & Gedref
Adegrat). NBI has contracted seven National and three
Regional Consultants to participate in the groundwater
Modelling and development of groundwater management models for the three selected shared Aquifers in

The key actions for consideration by governance were

the Nile Basin, in Burundi, Ethiopia, Kenya, Rwanda,

presented to Nile-TAC. The presentation covered an

Sudan, Tanzania and Uganda. NBI will hold a meet-

overview of the NBI 10-Year Strategy and reflected on

ing on June 29-30, where national and international

the key actions that were ongoing and those that were

consultants meet and discuss the development of rea-

to be commenced on to complete implementation of the

sonable groundwater modelling management scenar-

strategy. One of the points members raised was that un-

ios, possible suitability maps and national workshops

der water and food security, there seems to be consid-

schedule and the final layout of the Groundwater Mod-

eration of primary production only as the measure of

elling Report including conceptual model, numerical

food insecurity in the basin. The indirect benefits that

model & water balance model and climate change, from

accrue in using water are not included. Innovative ways

now until 2050.

that integrate aquaculture can be considered. There
could be demonstration of good practices that can be

Tom Waako,

replicated by the SAPs.

Programme Officer
Nile-SEC, ENTEBBE
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Tanzanian Vice President emphasises the need for
sustainable water use in the Nile Basin

I

Guest of Honour H.E. Vice President Dr. Philip Mpango in group photo with NBI ED, Nile-TAC Members and representatives from Nile Basin countries

n what, to date, is the highest attendance recorded for an annual Regional Nile Day celebration,
more than 1,500 people attended the 16th Regional Nile Day celebrations at Mlimani City Confer-

ence Centre on February 22, 2022 in Dar es Salaam, in
the United Republic of Tanzania.
This was not the first time for Nile Day celebrations to
be hosted in Tanzania; the 2017 Nile Day celebrations
were also held in Dar es Salaam. Furthermore, returning to the coastal city in 2022 served as a homecoming
since NBI was actually established in Dar es Salaam on
February 22, 1999.
This year’s theme, “The Nile: Our Heritage for
Peace and Prosperity” was aligned with Agenda
2063: The Africa We Want, which states in Aspiration
4 that, “We aspire that by 2063, Africa shall have: an
entrenched and flourishing culture of human rights,
democracy, gender equality, inclusion, and peace;
prosperity, security, and safety for all citizens; and
mechanisms to promote and defend the continent’s collective security and interests.”

<< This was not the first time for
Nile Day celebrations to be hosted
in Tanzania; the 2017 Nile Day
celebrations were also held in Dar es
Salaam. >>
Nile Day 2022 began with a brass band-led march from
University of Dar es Salaam Magufuli Hostel to Mlimani City Conference Centre, where the Guest of Honour,
H.E. Dr. Philip Mpango, the Vice President of the United Republic of Tanzania, welcomed participants.
In his speech, H. E. Dr. Mpango highlighted that water use in the Nile Basin has increased significantly,
adding that more than 297 million people derive their
livelihood from the Nile River Basin by participating
in economic activities such as trade, transportation,
fishery, and irrigation among others. He cautioned that
the increase in population and human activities pose a
great threat to the Nile River and its resources. The Vice
President concluded his remarks with a call to action
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one present, to work towards peaceful co-existence and
sharing of the Nile waters, think about joining efforts of
state and non-state actors, to collectively and regionally
transform in development and cooperation as we share
in the opportunities and prosperity that the Nile River
provides.”
The Nile Day 2022 Expo provided a unique platform
to showcase NBI’s technical expertise as evidenced in
the knowledge and scientific tools that have been develGuest of Honour H.E. Vice President Dr. Philip Mpango delivering his speech

oped to enable evidence-based and informed decision-

emphasising that, “cooperation in the use of shared re-

making in the utilization of the shared Nile Basin water

sources is possible…Member States must ensure good
distribution and management” for future generations.
NBI Secretariat’s Executive Director, Eng. Sylvester
A. Matemu, expressed his gratitude to the NBI Member States for their continued commitment to cooperation, highlighting that, NBI’s existence over the past 23
years “demonstrates a remarkable achievement worth
celebrating and [is] a manifestation of the importance
of cooperation on the Nile among riparian states.”
Ms. Verdiane Nyiramana, the Nile Basin Discourse
Board Chairperson commented on the theme for Nile
Day 2022 saying, “This year’s theme is pivotal to every-

Nile Day 2022 March participants
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resources.
The Nile Day 2022 theme served as a timely reminder
to Basin citizens on the shared heritage and importance
of the Nile River with a sharp focus on how cooperative management and development of the common Nile
Basin water and related resources is a foundation for
peace and security.

Maroushka F. Kanywani
Communication and Stakeholder Engagement Specialist
Nile-SEC, ENTEBBE
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Enhancing working environment for improved
productivity at Nile Basin Initiative Secretariat

O

Victoria Hall at the Secretariat was fitted with an audio conference system among other refurbishments.

ver the last six months, the Secretariat has

nets were procured to replace those that were worn out

redoubled efforts to enhance the working

and two new vehicles have been acquired and are due

environment by modernising facilities to

to be delivered soon. The foregoing acquisitions of of-

support work and general staff welfare.

fice equipment was done with timely support from the

This endeavour began with the timely refurbishment of

World Bank and GIZ/EU. Further negotiations are un-

the office premises and sanitation facilities. It included

der way with other development partners to support the

painting of offices and corridors, repair of washrooms

modernisation of the Nile-SEC working facilities. In the

and sewage systems, repair of water pipes, furnishing

next quarter, the Secretariat is hopeful to acquire addi-

of the main meeting room, Victoria Hall and a general

tional ICT equipment to support staff day-to-day activi-

facelift of the Information Centre, Sudd Hall and com-

ties and backup systems in the office.

puter meeting rooms.

In addition, the hosting agreement of Global Water

The general safety and security were enhanced by the

Partnership East Africa (GWPEA) by Nile-SEC was re-

installation of solar lights for better visibility around

newed for a further three years. GWPEA is now relocat-

the office compound at night. Fencing was extended to

ing all its activities to Nile-SEC in Uganda including two

cover the full compound and limit unauthorised access

of its projects that were previously coordinated from

to the Nile-SEC compound.

South Africa. Further to that, Nile-SEC has signed a

Following the handover of the NBI Secretariat land title by the Government of Uganda in November 2021,
soon after a complete land demarcation and opening up
of the land boundaries, an ambitious maintenance and
beautification of the Nile-SEC land and compound has
been undertaken by planting trees and flowers. Some
of the tree planting was done during the hosting of key
events at the secretariat such as the visit by the Ambassadors and High Commissioners of Nile Basin Member
States.
As part of the improvement of facilities and institution-

grant agreement with Global Water Partnership (GWP)
to host a new project for GWPEA called GCF Readiness
and Preparatory Support Programme. The 18-month
project, to be implemented in Somalia, is supported by
the Global Climate Fund and will be under the Supervision of the United Nations Office for Project Services
(UNOPS). The GCF Readiness project grant amounts to
USD 671,556.

Martin D. Mutua,
Head of Corporate Services
Nile-SEC, ENTEBBE

al capacity strengthening, new office chairs and cabi-
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WELCOME

NBI family welcomes new staff members
The Nile Basin Initiative Secretariat recently welcomed four new staff who joined the small-knit multicultural family based in Entebbe, Uganda. Below we share brief details about each member.

Dr Jean N. Namugize, a Rwandan national, is

Didace Rwabitega, from Burundi, joined the Sec-

the Regional Water Quality Expert under the NCCR

retariat as the HydroMet Project Officer where he is in

Project at the Secretariat. He has over 18 years of

charge of the implementation of the HydroMet Project in

technical and research experience in the field of In-

nine of the 10 NBI Member States; Burundi, DRC, Ethio-

tegrated Water Resources Management (IWRM),

pia, Kenya, Rwanda, South Sudan, Sudan, Tanzania, and

catchment management plan, rainwater harvesting

Uganda.

systems, hydrologic and water quality modelling,
water quality assessment and monitoring, water
and wastewater treatment processes and plants, Environmental and Social Impact Assessment studies

Prior to his appointment at the Secretariat, Mr Rwabitega was Regional HydroMet Coordinator – NELSAP-CU
based in Kigali, Rwanda.

(ESIA), GIS and in geothermal energy. He occupied

Mr Rwabitega has also worked at the GEF-implemented

various positions in Rwanda such as, a permanent

project “Watershed Development and Climate Resilience

lecturer of water resources and environmental tech-

Improvement (PABVARC)” in Burundi as Hydrometeoro-

nology at RP-IPRC Kigali, Short term consultant of

logical Expert and Coordinator. The Project was funded

the World Bank Group in Kigali/Rwanda and con-

by African Development Bank through the Facility in

sultant on various IWRM related assignments in

Favour of Fragile States (FEF) and Global Environment

Rwanda, Burundi and DRC.

Facility (GEF) fundings. The GEF funding mainly aimed

Dr Namugize completed PhD studies in hydrology
at University of KwaZulu-Natal/South Africa, with
specialization in land use/land cover change evaluation and water quality modelling, earned both
Master of Science and Bachelor of Science from the
University of Rwanda where he was a regular guest

at strengthening the capacities of the national Hydrometeorological Department, early warning system through
strengthening of the weather forecasting service for improvement in dissemination of regular bulletins useful
for decision-making, and capacity building for different
stakeholders on climate change adaptation approaches.

lecturer and earned a certificate of fellowship in en-

He also worked for 10 years for the Hydrometeorological

vironmental studies from the United Nations Uni-

Department in Burundi as technical advisor to the Direc-

versity Geothermal Training Programme in Iceland.

tor and was involved in various national working groups
and projects of the Ministry in charge of water resources.
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